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DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE INTENSITY AND TIE
VISUAL RANGE OF FLASHING LIGHTS IN RESTRICTED VISIBILITY

ABSTRACT

' This report gives the results of measurements In fog of effective
intensity and visual range of four types of flashing lights designed for
approach and identification lighting at airports. The effective intensity
of these lights was determined by finding the intensity of a single steady
burning light which had the same Visual range as the test light. The ob-
servation distances covered a range of 600 to 6300 feet for both daytime
and nighttime conditions.

The results of this study show no significant deviations from the
Blondel-Rey law. For night conditions a value of 0.35 was found for the

value of the constant a in the Blondel-Rey equation. For day conditions
the value of a was O.lJ.

1. INTRODUCTION

Flashing lights are frequently used in aviation lighting. For example,
high-intensity, condenser-discharge lights are used in airfield approach-
lighting systems. These lights are installed as single units in a row
along the extended centerline of the runway and are flashed in sequence.
The present aircraft anticollision lights are rotating lights. Anticollision-
light systems using condenser-discharge lights are being studied.

*

The effective intensity of a flashing light is .generally computed by
means of the relation developed by Blondel and ReyJ/ • Although .the results
of laboratory investigations confirm the form of this relation!/, the appli-
cability of this law to the flashes of short duration and the applicability
of a law based upon laboratory results to field conditions have been ques-
tioned. Much of the questioning of the validity of the Blondel and Rey
relation has arisen from experience with approach-light systems which used
both steady burning incandescent and Mcondenser-dischargew lights. For this
reason direct measurements in the field in conditions of restricted visi-
bility of the visual range and effective intensity of lights of this type
were considered desirable.

2. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Regularly transmitted light - the light from the source that reaches
the eye of the observer without being scattered by the fog particles. This
light appears to come from the source.

Glow - the light from a source reaching the eye of the observer after
being scattered by the fog particles. This light appears to come from an
area surrounding the source.
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Visibility - By day* the maximum distance at which the observer can see
and identity a large black object seen against a sky or fog baekgroundo In
the test an 8-foot by 8-foot black target was used as the daytime visibility
mark.

By night* the maximum distance at which the observer can
see and identify a light with an intensity of 25 candles by means of the
regularly transmitted light from the source $ that is* the source appears as

a point which may or may not be surrounded by a glow0

These definitions of visibility are analogous to those used by the

weather services for reporting visibility in a particular direction*

Indicated visibility - the prevailing visibility over the test distance
computed from transmis someter measurements *

Visual range (or test distance) - the maximum distance at which the
regularly transmitted light of the test source can be seen and identified,.

Detection range - the maximum distance at which the presence of a
particular object or light can be detected by either regularly transmitted
light or by glow* (Notes By day the glow from the light is generally not
visible when the regularly transmitted light is at threshold and the visual
range and the detection range are identical. At night the detection range
of a projector in fog is generally considerably greater than the visual range*)

Comparison light - a light* approximately a point source* the intensity
of which is adjusted so that the visual range of this light is equal to that
of the unit under test. The intensity is determined from the intensity-
current relation of the light, and from the bearing of the observer with
respect to the light*

Effective intensity - the intensity of the comparison light when its
visual range is equal to that of the test source*

Equivalent point source intensity - the intensity of a point-source
which would have a visual range equal to that of the test source*

3o EQUIPMENT TESTED

The lights used in the study were as follows %

3.1 Condenser-Discharge Light with 20-Microsecond Fla sh Duration *

This light consisted of a Westinghouse type FGL-1 krypton flash tube

in a 25-inch aperture reflector* and a power supply. The power supply con-
sisted of a full“=wave rectifier using high-vacuum rectifier tubes to charge
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a 30-microfarad capacitor to a nominal voltage of 2000 volts and an ignition
circuit to generate a high-voltage pulse to trigger the flash tube*

The flashing of this light was controlled by a special electronic timer
to provide a triggering pulse short enough to avoid multiple discharges for
each flash of the light® This timer was adjustable over a wide range of
flash rates* but was adjusted for k0 flashes per minute during this study

o

A plot of the instantaneous intensity* in relative units* against time
is given in figure lo Distribution measurements of the light output in a
flash as a function of angle of view were made in the laboratory using a
photometric system developed for this purpose^/ o The results of these
measurements are shown in figure 2® The beam of this light is axially sym-
metric 0

3*2 Condenser-Discharge Light with 200-Microsecand Flash Duration ®

The light consisted of a tyl vania type Rl036 flash tube in a 13-inch
aperture reflector* and a power supply® The power supply consisted of a
full-wave rectifier using mercury-vapor rectifier tubes to charge a 30-
microfarad capacitor to a nominal voltage of 2000 volts* and an ignition
circuit which generated a high-voltage pulse to trigger the flash tube® An
exterior housing was constructed to protect the components from the elements®
A sheet of clear plastic l/l6-inch thick was used as a cover glass for the
light for these tests® The flashing of this light was controlled by a code-
beaccn flasher adjusted to 60 flashes per minute®

A plot of the instantaneous intensity* in relative units* against time
is given in figure 3* The dis tributions of the light output in a flash as a
function of angle of view are shown in figure it®

3*3 Approach Beacon with 0®3-Second Flash Duration ®

This light consisted of six 120-volt* 300-watt* PAR-56* type 300PAR56/SP
lamps mounted on a turntable with equal angular spacing® The lamps were
energised continuously during tests® The turntable was rotated by a beacon
drive at 12 revolutions per minute* which provided a flash rate of 72 flashes
per minute®

The intensity distribution of a lamp of the type used in this light is
given in figure 5*

3* U Approach Beacon with 0® 5-Second Flash Duration ®

This light was similar to the light described in paragraph 3*3 except
that six 115-volt* UOO-watt* PAR-56* type ItOOPAR approach-light lamps were
used® The intensity distribution of a larap of this type is shown in figure 6®
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ko TEST INSTALLATION AND TEST PROCEDURE

lid Test Sit© o

A visibility test site was established at the NBS Field Laboratory*
Areata Airport* California* approximately $00 feet from the northern end of
the taxiway paralleling runway 31-13® Observations were made from near the
centerline of the taxiway where distances from the visibility test site were
marked at 100-foot intervals® The taxiway provided a test range with observa-
tion distances of 1*00 to 6300 feet®

A 2U00-volt feeder and a 5-kva distribution transformer supplied power
to the site® An 8-foot square black visibility mark and two 25-canfflB lamps*
mounted at a height sufficient to be visible the length of the taxiway* were
used to determine the visibility® Figure 7 is a photograph of the equipment
at the visibility test site® Two of the flashing lights tested are shown®

Four transrais someters installed at Intervals along the test range re-
corded measurements of transmission from which the indicated visibility was
computed®

Three comparison lamps were installed at the test site 6 feet to the

west of the extended centerline of the taxiway and about 6 feet above the
plane of the taxiway® The comparison laxips were as follows?

1) a projector with a lii-inch aperture* a parabolic reflector* and a
12®5-volt* 250-watt* C-8 filament lamp (a modified It-inch course light) j

2) a PAR-6U* 115-volt* 600-watt* landing lanp (Type t56?)j and

3) a PAR-U6* 26-volt* 5®3-amp©re flashing signal lajrp (itype t$21)®

The intensity of the comparison lights could be adjusted by varying the

voltage applied to the lamps by means of a continuously variable auto-
transformer® The intensity-current relations of these lamps had been meas-
ured in the laboratory and were checked periodically®

The lights under test were mounted below the visibility mark and to the
right of the extended centerline of the taxiway* with the axis of the beam
directed along the centerline of the taxiway ® These lights were energised
directly from the power line® Line voltage was measured and recorded®

1*® 2 Observational Procedure ®

In determining the effective intensity of the light under test the

observer moved to a distance at which the regularly transmitted light of the

unit was just visible® With the unit still operating* the observer directed
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the operator at the visibility test site to adjust the current in one of the

comparison lights until the regularly transmitted light from this light was
also just visible* The current through the comparison light and the input
voltage applied to the light under test were recorded* The intensity corres-
ponding to the comparison~lighi current was obtained later from the current-
intensity curve for this light* If the atmospheric conditions were suffi-
ciently stable, a number of intensity comparisons were made and the average
current required in the comparison lamp was determined*

The observer used an automobile to provide sufficient mobility to keep
at the visual range of the test unit as the fog density varied* A mobile
radio set mounted in the vehicle was used to communicate with the test site*

A minimum of lights were used on the vehicle during nighttime tests in order
to maintain dark adaptation of the observer*

Measurements of the brightness of the sky background of the lights were
made at intervals throughout the test periods*

i

U*3 Complicating Factors *

U*3*l Variability of Fogs*

In fogs in which the visual range of the high-intensity lights being
tested is less than 6000 feet, the moment-to-moment and point-to-point changes

in the fog density are generally large* The variations generally restrict
the number of intensity matches which can be made at a given time and loca-
tion, and make mandatory the use of the test procedure described above in
order that the comparison light and the test light may be observed through
paths having essentially the same transmittance* It is not possible to use
such factors as the visibility of a standard object or light, measurement of
atmospheric transmittance over a shorter path, etc*, together with visual
range of the test unit to determine the effective intensity of the test
unit because of the great effect of variations in these factors on the ef-
fective intensity* It is, however, desirable to know the relation between
the visual range of the test unit and visibility or transmittance 3 there-
fore, the visibility and the atmospheric transmittance measured with the
four transmissometers installed along the test range were observed period-
ically during tests*

lw3o2 Effects of Glow*

Dating daytime conditions the visual range of the flashing lights
was relativityeasy to determine because glow was not apparent* During night

* conditions the glow from these flashing lights could be detected, by most
observers, at distances considerably greater than the distance at which the

regularly transmitted light could be seen* The distance that glow can be
detected is a complex function of the particle sise distribution of the





fog, the number of particles, the background brightness, and the intensity-5

distribution pattern of the source o It should be noted that glow is pri-
marily a function of the intensity of the source in directions other than
the line of sights while the visual range of the light (the distance at
which regularly transmitted light can be perceived) is determined by the

intensity in the direction of the line of sighto If it were possible to
block the line of sight between the observer and the lights under test so
that only the direct light would be obscured, the distance at which the

glow could be detected would be substantially unchanged, although the visual
range of the light would then be zero* The background brightness has a much
greater effect on the detection range of the glow than on the visual range
of the regularly transmitted light® Since the distance that glow can be
seen cannot be treated quantitatively at present, all observations were con-
fined to the distance at which the regularly transmitted light could be seen®

$® REDUCTION OF DATA.

Since the atmospheric conditions are continually changing, it is not
possible to make enough observations at any one condition to obtain a satis-
factory average of the effective intensity for that condition® Moreover, the
atmospheric conditions along the line of sight are not always sufficiently
uniform to use either the visibility or the transmissometer readings as an
index of the conditions® Therefore, the data were classified according to
the visual range of the light under test® The test range was divided into
nine intervals by a geometric series, the limits of which are given in table 1®

Table 1

’Visual Range Intervals
Used in Reduction of

Flashing-Light Effective-Intensity Data

Interval

No® Limits
(Feet)

1 600 - 799
2 800 - 999
3 1000 - 1299
1* 1300 - 1699
5 1700 - 2199

Interval

No® Limits
(Feet)

6 2200 - 2899
7 2900 - 3799
8 3800 - 1*899

9 1*900 - 6300

The average effective intensity and visual range for each observer for
each interval were then obtained for each flashing light® The effective in-
tensity as a function of visual range is given in figures 8 to 15® The num-
ber of observations used in obtaining each point is indicated® The hori-
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zontal straight lines shown in the figures are drawn through the mean of all
observations o Note that the results for individual observers may vary con-
siderably from the average result* The results of the observations are sum-
marized in table 2*

Table 2

Observed Effective Intensities

Kiloeandles

Light Day Night

20-microsecond 62 3k
200-microsecond 15 5oJ

0.3-second 18 13
0.5-second 30 22

It should be noted that these values represent the performance of the
lights as they were aligned and operated in this study and* while they are
representative of service conditions* do not necessarily represent the per-
formance of a new light operated at design voltage and viewed in precisely
the direction of the peak of the beam* (See Section 6 below)*

Knowledge of the visual range of the lights as a function of visibility
is often useful* Visibility observations were made periodically throughout
the tests but systematic sampling errors* especially those created by the

bluff near the visibility marks* made the value of these observations ques-
tionable. Therefore the indicated visibility* determined from the trans-
missometer readings* was used as well as direct observations of visibility.
The average transmission of the light path between the observer and the test
site was computed by weighting the transmission measurements of each trans-
mis soraeter as they applied to the particular light path. The Indicated
visibility was then obtained from this average transmission from the usual
transmission-visibility conversion curves. The visual range of the test
lights as a function of the observed visibility is given in figures 16
and 17 and of the indicated visibility in figures 18 and 19*

6* AM1HS1S OF RESULTS

Blondel and Reyi/ found that the threshold illuminance for an abrupt
flash (a flash producing a relatively constant illuminance throughout its
duration) is

E - E
0
(a t)/t* (1)

where I0 is the threshold illuminance for a steady light* t is the flash
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duration* and a is a constant© It is convenient to evaluate flashing lights
in terms of their effective intensity* as is done In this study* Then

I. “o/fc

Ie - It/(a + t)
( 2 )

where I@ is the effective intensity and I is the instantaneous Intensity

producing the illuminance E©

In a subsequent paperk/ Blondel and Rey proposed the following modifica-
tion of equation (2)

Ie -r2
Xdt/(a t

2
- tj_) (3)

for flashes which were not abrupt© The limits t^ and are the times at
the beginning and end of flash respectively. Tffis proposal was based on
intuitive grounds© There has been little or no experimental verification
of equation (3) reported in the literature©

Values of a may be computed by means of equation (3) using the effective
intensities given in table 2 and the photometric data of the lights© The
results of these computations are given in table 3*

Table 3

Values of the Blondel-Rey Constant

Day Night
(Number of (Number of

Light a Observations) a Observations)

20-microsecond 0.21+ (317) 0.1+1+ (258)
200-microsecond 0.13 (1+07) 0©33 (253)
0© 3-second 0.23 (173) 0.1+0 (152)
0© 5-second 0.18 (50) 0©39 (92)

Weighted Average* 0©19 (91+9) 0©39 (755)

^Weighted in accordance with the number of effective intensity observations
used in the determination of the value of a.

These values of a were computed using the following procedures and
c onsiderations ©
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For lights with flash durations as short as those of the two condenser-
discharge lights* the mine of a is given by

a a*)

since the flash duration* t2 - t^* is small in comparison to &2/. The integral
of Idt is equal to the ligKt output* in candle-seconds* of the flash® This
light output of the flash as a function of angle of view is given in figures
2 and U for the 20-microsecond and 200-microsecond lights respectively® These
data were obtained by photometry in Washington of the lights used in the field
tests at Areata®

The beam of the 20-microsecond light is so narrow that small changes in
the angle at which the light is viewed cause significant changes in the in-
tensity of the flash® Periodic checks during the course of the field observa-
tions of the direction of the peak of the beam showed that the average angle
between the line of sight and the peak of the beam was one degree® Therefore*
for this light 15*000 candle-seconds was taken as the value of the integral
of equation (k)o

The change in intensity of the 200-microsecond light with small changes
in the angle of view is insignificant. Therefore* no correction is needed®
The value of the integral of equation is 1900 candle-seconds.

The flash duration, tg - for the incandescent lights is not negli-
gible. Hence equation fret applicable and equation (3) must be used.
In applying this equation* the times t]_ and t

2
were chosen as the times when

the instantaneous intensity I was equal to tft£' effective intensity. This
procedure maximizes the value of I@ obtained from equation (3) for a given
a or minimizes the value of a obtained for a given Ief/« It is also in
accord with the suggestion of Blondel and Rey that Sfhy the period when the

instantaneous intensity is above the steady-light threshold intensity should
be considered in the solution of equation (3)*

The 0.3-second light was viewed at an elevation of approximately 1.5
degrees above the peak of the beam. The value of the integral of equation

(3) was therefore computed from horizontal traverses through an elevation
of 1®5 degrees instead of from the horizontal traverse through the peak
of the beam shown in figure 5® Values of 7600 candie-seconds and 7900
candle-seconds were obtained for the day and night conditions respectively.

The distribution curves shown in figure 6 are typical of new lamps
of the “type used to produce the 0.5-seeond flashes when operated at rated
voltage. Measurements were made at the test site of the maximum intensity
in the direction of view of the lamps of this type which were used in
the test® These measurements showed that because of blackening
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of the reflectors and lenses of the test lamps during other tests and be-
cause the peak of the beam -was not directed precisely along the line of
sight the average maximum intensity in the direction of view was 5>0 kilo-
candles, not 65 kilocandles, as shown in figure 6®# The integral of equa-
tion (3) was evaluated on this basis® Values of 16,000 candle-seconds and
18,000 candle-seconds were obtained for the day and night conditions respec-
tively®

7® DISCUSSION

7®1 Blondel-Rey Constant ®

i

The values of the Blondel-Rey constant, a, obtained from this study
for night conditions are approximately twice the generally accepted value,
0®21« Because of the difficulties encountered in field tests of this type,
this difference is not considered very significant® Note that the values
of a obtained for the 200-raicrosecond light are lower than those obtained
for~the other lights® The values obtained with this light are considered
more reliable than those obtained with the other lights because with this

light there were no uncertainties caused by alignment of the light® Also
the flash durations of the incandescent lights were such that the denomi-
nator of equation (ii) is considerably larger than a. Hence with these lights
an uncertainty in the observed effective intensity will produce a consider-
ably greater uncertainty in the value of a® Thus it is considered that the

"best” values of a resulting from this study are 0.3^ for nighttime condi-
tions and Oolg for daytime conditions®

7® 2 Differences in Visial Range of Approach Lights ®

There have been repeated reports from pilots that the condenser-
discharge approach lights have a significantly greater visual range than
the incandescent approach lights® It is apparent from this study that
the reported difference in visual range cannot be explained on the basis
of the failure of the Blondel-Rey Law® Neither can this difference be
explained on the basis of some extraordinary fog-penetrating power of the

condenser-discharge light since th© intensity required for the steady-burning
incandescent comparison light to have a visual range equal to that of the

condenser-discharge lights was about equal to that of the beam of in-

Photomstric measurements of the lamps used in the test could not be made
in Washington® Photometry of these lamps was attempted but the lamps had
become unstable because of air leaks or were damaged in shipment so that
the peak intensities at the time measurements were attempted ware of the

order of 30 kilocandles and drifted rapidly for about an hour® Then the

lamps burned out®
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candescent approach lights® Similarly the results shown on figures 16-19
show no unusual differences between the visual range of the condenser-discharge
and the incandescent lights® On the other hand the pilot reports have been
too frequent to be explained on the basis of pilot bias or chance observa-
tions® It will now be shown that there is a rational* straight-forward ex-
planation of these reported differences in visual range®

The causes of these differences in visual range ares 1) differences
in intensity, 2 ) differences in the visual range of the glowp 3 ) differ-
ences in the ease of identification® The latter two factors are of minor
iinportance in comparison to the first® The factors will now be considered
in order®

7o2®l Effects of Differences in Intensity®

The causes of differences in intensity are twos 1) differences in
intensity with direction of view and 2) differences in the relative intensity
(brightness setting) at which the incandescent and condenser-discharge
systems are operated® Each can produce a significant effect on the visual
range of the systems®

There have been frequent reports during the last several years that the
condenser-discharge lights at Newark airport were sighted U to 7 seconds
before the incandescent lights were sighted. This effect is primarily the

result of differences in intensity with angle of view® As shown in figure U
the effective intensities off these condenser-discharge lights do not change
significantly with the angle of view.

The beam pattern of the condenser-discharge lights used at Newark was
essentially the same as that shown in figure ii but the effective intensity
in the beam was of the order of 10,000 candles. The incandescent lights
used there until recently were type 2$0PAR sealed-reflector lamps having a
peak intensity of about 80,000 candles, a horizontal beam spread of about
35

#
, and a vertical beam spread at 5000 candles of only 8 degrees^/® The

lamps were aimed so that the peak of the beam intersected the glide path
at a distance of 1200 feet, and later 1600 feet, from the light® This nar-
row vertical beam spread seriously affected the performance of the lights®
For example, the intensity directed toward an aircraft on the glide path
by the outermost incandescent lamps was only 2500 candles when the aircraft
was 3000 feet from the light and only 1600 candles when the aircraft was

5000 feet from the light. Thus the pilot, though on the glide path, was in
the stray-light region of the incandescent lights for most of his approach
but was within the main beam of the condenser-discharge lights. Computation
of the difference in sighting times gives differences of 3 to 13 seconds when
the visibilities by day are 0.5 to 2 miles and 20 to U0 seconds under WR
conditions. Newer approach system^ us©’ incandescent lamps with a wider
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vertical beam spread based on those obtained by the National Bureau of Standards
for the Bureau of Aeronautics* With these wide-beam lamps * a pilot will be
within the main beam of the incandescent lights throughout his approach*
Hence * if these lamps are operated at full intensity their beam intensity
win be somewhat higher than that of the condenser-discharge lights* Hence*
the visual range of a single lamp should be somewhat greater than that of
the condenser-discharge lights* Because of the additive effect of the
several lamps in the barrettes used in U* S* approach-light systems* the
visual range of the basrstfees will be somewhat greater than that of the
single lamps comprising the bsoret tesl/*

As shown in a previous report^/ when the visual range of an approach-
light system is so low that the distance from threshold at which the approach
lights are first seen is determined by the cockpit cutoff of the aircraft*
a small change in the visual range of the lights will make a large change
in the distance from the threshold at which the lights are first seen* For
example* with present transport aircraft and glide slopes* if the contact
distance is not limited by the length of the approach-light system, the
change in contact distance will be approximately five times the change in
visual range*

It is frequently necessary to reduce the intensity of the incandescent
approach lights at night in order to avoid troublesome glare, even though
the reduction in intensity will produce a significant decrease in the dis-
tance at which these lights are first seen* For example* when the visibility
is 1000 feet* the visual range of an incandescent approach light operating at
full intensity (20*000 candles in the beam) will be about lliOO feet* Thus
the pilot should be able to locate the outermost light in the system soon
after he comes within I&00 feet of the threshold and will see a 500-foot
segment of lights when he comes within 2800 feet of the threshold* However*
if the lights are operated at intensity (1000 candles in the beam) in
order to reduce glare in the inner approach zone* the visual range will be
reduced to slightly less than 1100 feet* and the pilot will see no lights
until he comes within 2800 feet of the threshold* The outermost light
which can be seen will be a light 1700 feet from the threshold* He will
not see 500 feet of lights until he is within 1500 feet of the threshold*

The differences in the distance at which the condenser-discharge and
the incandescent approach lights were first seen in the flight tests of
April 26* 1957 at Andrews Air Force Base were the result of this effect*
The incandescent approach lights were operated on step 3* intensity*
during the night flights because of power limitations* All* or nearly all*

of the condenser-discharge lights were seen* but only the inner half of

the incandescent lights of the system were seen. This difference is almost
exactly the difference computed in the preceding paragraph*
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The intensity of the condenser-discharge lights in the directions in
which the lights will be seen f^om an aircraft on the downwind leg of an
approach is about 1000 candles® The intensity of the Incandescent approach
lights for this condition of view is also about 1000 candles but only when
the lights are operated at full intensity® However , when visibility is
great enough so that circling approaches are permissible, the incandescent
lights are generally operated at 0* 2% or 1% relative intensityo* Hence*
the intensity of these lights in the direction of the downwind leg is only
2 or 10 candles o Hence, the visual range of the condenser-discharge lights
under these conditions is several times that of the incandescent lights®

7® 2® 2 Differences in the Visual Range of Glow®

Under some conditions at night the difference in the distance at
which the glow of the condenser-discharge and steady burning incandescent
lights can be seen (see paragraph ii®3<>2) is a secondary explanation of the
reported differences in visual range of the lights® During these tests the
glow of the condenser-discharge lights could be detected and identified at
distances considerably greater than the visual range of the direct light
of any of the lights used* and at greater distances than could the glow of
the approach beacons or of the comparison light® Because of the glow it is

difficult for even a stationary observer to determine at night the nearest
point 'at which direct light can no longer be seen® Hence it is probable
that when the pilot sees a strong localized glow, he receives an impression
of a greater visual range of the direct light of the condenser-discharge
lights than exists®

Notes The glow from the condenser-discharge lights appears to come from
points at larger angles from the source as the distance is increased beyond
that at which the regularly transmitted light can be seen® The flash of

the glow may appear as a semicircular arc whose radius subtends an angle,
at the observer's eye, of from a few degrees to more than U5 degrees® The
location of the light may not be detectable* even as to approximate direc-
tion, except from an estimate of the position of the center of the arc®

Experience has shown that the maximum tolerable effective illuminance at
the pilot's eye from a flashing light is significantly higher than the maxi-
mum tolerable illuminance from a steady burning light® (As will be shown
in a subsequent report2/ this effect is characteristic of flashing lights in
general and is not a unique characteristic of condenser-discharge lights®)
For this reason no provision for intensity control is made for the condenser-
discharge approach-light system® It should be noted, however, that recom-
mended practice requires that in clear weather the condenser-discharge
lights be turned off before the aircraft enters the approach acneiS/®
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under conditions of non-uniform fog the glow is brightest in the direction
of the most dense fog, and gives the impression that the light is located
in this direction

*

7o2o3 Differences in the Ease of Identification,

The third factor in producing reports of the differences in visual
range is the identificatiai provided by the condenser-discharge lights,
Langmuir and Wes tendorpii/ found that the presence of steady burning lights
in the field of view had little effect on the time required to find a
flashing light even when the intensity of the steady burning lights was con-
siderably greater than that of the flashing light. Hence the condenser-
discharge lights of an approach-light system are readily located despite
the presence of a background of city lights while the incandescent lights,
if operated on step 1 or 2, are not conspicuous o

Hence even though the maximum visual ranges of the condenser-discharge
and the incandescent lights are of the same order, there are many opera-
tional conditions in which the condenser-discharge lights will be located
and identified before the incandescent lights,

8, CONCLUSIONS

Field tests of lights having flash durations ranging from 20 micro-
seconds to 0.5 second indicate no significant deviation from the law
developed by Blondel and Key for the determination of effective intensity.
The value of the constant a of the Blondel-Rey law was found to be different
for night and daylight conditions. The value for night conditions was found
to be 0.3^ and for daylight conditions to be 0.1g. No systematic change was
found in ihe value of a with flash duration or with visual range.
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INTENSITY-TIME RELATION OF 20-MICROSECOND CONDENSER-DISCHARGE LIGHT

Figure 1

LIGHT OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION OF 20-MICROSECOND CONDENSER-DISCHARGE LIGHT
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